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NON SLIP PAINTS & PRODUCTS

Bona Traffic HD Anti-slip Bona 
Traffic HD Anti-slip is a 100% polyurethane 
two-component waterborne finish offering 
exceptional durability and protection for 
wooden floors. It has all the features of Bona 
Traffic HD [see page 49] but with the additional 
benefit of being formulated to meet the highest 
standards for slip resistance in workplaces and 
other situations with an increased risk of wet 

spills. Classified DIN 51-130 R10 [Very Low Risk of Slipping]. With its 
higher friction, Bona Traffic HD Anti-slip is an ideal choice for raked 
stages, treads, or areas that may get wet during performance. Bona 
Traffic HD Anti-slip must be mixed with the hardener by shaking it 
vigorously for 30 seconds. NB: This new formulation is not compatible 
with the old type, please do not mix them, and now uses the same 
hardener as the standard Bona Traffic HD. Covers 8 – 10 m2 per litre. 
SPECIFICATION: Resistance to wear: 2.5 mg/100 rev. Drying times: recoat 3 – 4 hours, light 
use 24 hours, full cure 7 days. Coverage: 8 – 10 m2/L per coat. Classified EC1R for very low 
emissions. Sheen Levels: see page 50. 

Bona Traffic HD Anti-slip  hardener code     list     price   
Matt          4.54 L +  0.40 L  PAT3096NSN  £160.74  £127.25  £119.98
Spare HD hardener 0.40 L  PAT3096HARD       £24.48

Griptex Griptex particles are specially 
manufactured to provide non-slip surfaces. 
They can be mixed into, or broadcast onto wet 
paint. If used with varnish it will obscure the 
substrate. 960 ml is enough for 17 L of paint. 
This product is designed to be used with oil-
based products but will also work with a strong 
water-based glaze.

Griptex       size   code    price
Coarse     946 ml  PAT401    £56.12
Fine      946 ml  PAT402    £56.12

Non-Skid Beads A 20 g container with enough 
beads to treat 750 ml paint or varnish. Very similar to 
Fine Griptex.

Non Skid Beads   code     price
    20 g   PAT403     £7.60

Slip Nomor 2000 “Liquid rosin” 
A non-slip solution that adds a slip resistant 
surface to all floor surfaces, including wood, 
vinyl, tile and linoleum. Widely used by theatre, 
opera and dance companies. The perfect 
substitute for rosin [which is not recommended 
on vinyl floors]. It will not damage any surface. 
You can control the degree of non-slip simply 
by adding water. Dilute ten times for the usual 

mix. One pot will cover approximately 900 m2 once diluted. The 
treatment will normally last up to a week, after which it should 

be cleaned off with warm water [or ProClean, not ProClean NS] and 
a new application made. 

Slip Nomor 2000     size     code     price
      3.79 L    SLIPNOMOR    £59.90

Proclean NS Just add Proclean NS 
once a week to your cleaning water and it 
is guaranteed to make any surface more slip 
resistant. Apply with a cotton mop using one 
bucket with the solution and the other to wring 
out the dirty water. Do not rinse. Allow the 
floor to dry thoroughly before use.

Light soil:  One part Slip Nomor Cleaner to 8 parts water
Medium soil:  One part Slip Nomor Cleaner to 6 parts water
Heavy soil:  One part Slip Nomor Cleaner to 4 parts water

Proclean NS      size     code     price
      5 L     SLIPPROCLEAN5   £55.00

Bona Polish This is a water-based slip 
resistant floor dressing for use on a wide 
variety of floors including vinyl, rubber, 
marble as well as wooden floors treated with 
Bona products [not suitable on Melamine]. 
Conforms to DIN 18032 for slip resistance. 
Covers 80 m2 per litre. This polish used to be 
called Parkett Polish.

Bona Polish      size     code  list  price
Gloss      1 L     PAT3041     £11.99
Gloss      5 L     PAT3045  £49.21 £45.30
   

Anti-Slip Aerosols Handy aerosols 
to provide a quick solution to slippery areas. 
Provides a non-slip grit texture to the floor. 
Covers 3 – 4 m2 per 500 ml. UN 1950.

Anti-Slip Aerosols    size        code   price
Black     500 ml      PATNSA1 £15.55
Safety Yellow    500 ml      PATNSA2 £15.55
Transparent    500 ml      PATNSA3 £15.55

NON-SLIP GLAZES

Tradeline 
3+

NON-SLIP ADDITIVES

FLOOR DRESSINGS

For a large range of Bona Floor Glazes 
 see pages 49 – 50. 

Best-seller!

NON-SLIP AEROSOLS
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Rosin This is the resinous by-product when 
turpentine is distilled from resin from trees. 
Used by printers in the aqua-tinting process, 
occasionally by painters during the mixing of 
oil paints and, in solid form, by violin players. 
Dancers apply rosin, from rosin trays, to their 
shoes to improve grip.  

Rosin        code  1 kg  code 25 kg
       PAT860  £6.20 PAT860B £129.95

Weave Filler 916, & 
916 SE [Flame Retardant] 
These weave fillers are highly 
elastic materials which are 
primarily designed to fill 
open weave textiles such as 
scenic gauzes and strawberry 
netting. They are also widely 
used to provide a reliable 
non-slip surface to the 
underside of rugs, druggets, 
carpets, stage cloths etc. 
They enable scenes to be 
quickly set because cloths 
will flop down and grip the 
stage floor without needing 
tacking out or taping. Also 
useful to prevent fraying to 
cloths. The flame retarding 

chemical used in the 916 SE flame retardant version may discolour 
some dark coloured materials so please undertake a test before using. 
Also, the 916 SE flame retardant version is only available in 10 kg size 
and has a 6 month shelf life, so please buy as required. 

Watch the video!

Weave Filler 916     size        code   price
      1 kg        PROWF9161 £18.77
      5 kg        PROWF9165 £73.25

Weave Filler 916 SE    size        code  price
Flame Retardant  10 kg        PROWF91612 £199.98

Non-Slip Tapes Perfect 
for using along the edges of 
get off treads. Available in 
matt black and luminous 
versions. 
See also plain Luminous Tape 
[page 270].

Non-Slip Tape   width  roll length code     price
Black   50 mm 18 m  TAP076    £21.06
Luminous   25 mm 18.5 m  TAP7700     £24.84
Luminous   50 mm  18.5 m  TAP7701     £49.68

Black  Non-Sl ip 
Fabric Made from an eco-
friendly patented material 
[ E C O  P E R ®  P o l y m e r 
Environmental Resin] which 
offers a flexible, non-toxic 
matting which is free of 
rubber and latex, odourless 

and does not emit any toxic chemicals or gases. Ideal for preventing 
props from slipping during scene changes, preventing floor cloths from 
skidding and even for integration to costumes or shoes for special 
stunt purposes. Thickness: 1.4 mm.

4 Non-slip — simply, it helps prevent items from moving or sliding. The 
 open weave structure is free-draining so the fabric is an effective  
 non-slip surface even when wet
4 Non-stick — grips without sticking
4 Flame Retardant and UV stable — making it safer when used  
 in confined places and retaining its original colour even with  
 outside use
4 Toxin-free and non-allergenic — certified to Oeko-Tex Standard 
 100, Class 1 [baby articles]; USA FDA tested by SGS [CY/2007/10529A]
4 Biodegradable — the fabric will decompose within the natural  
 environment
4 Odourless — this matting does not have the strong solvent odour  
 generally associated with PVC-based products
4 Secure and safe on all surfaces — no adverse effects on polyurethane  
 and lacquered surfaces
4 Hygienic and easy to clean — it can even be machine washed
4 Cushioned and soft — nice to handle, as well as protecting surfaces 
 and items from chipping and scratching
4 Can be sewn — ideal for applications where the fabric is to  
 be integrated with other materials, i.e. druggets, floor cloths,  
 costumes etc.
4 Open weave structure — allows for air circulation and free draining
4 Mould and mildew resistant — hard wearing and long-lasting

Black Non-Slip Fabric  length  width  code     
    30 m roll 910 mm  TAP91300D    £195.25
    per m   910 mm  TAP91300    £7.75

ROSIN

NON-SLIP FABRIC TREATMENTS

NON-SLIP TAPES

NON-SLIP FABRICS

Tradeline

Got a slippy problem?
Over the years Flints has carried out many experiments on various non-
slip products. We know what is available, what works and what doesn’t 
work. We know of products that will adhere to dance floors and products 
that can be used in wet conditions. So if you have a particular problem 
just give us a ring.


